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ABSTRACT
A nuclear operator T on a Banach space is an operator 
admitting a representation T = £ Tn where each operator 
Tn has rank one and I ||Tn|j < «. A. Grothendieck proved 
that the sequence of eigenvalues, repeated according to 
their multiplicities, of such a nuclear operator must be 
square summable and that, in fact, two is the best possible 
exponent of summability. This work uses operators of 
diagonal type, i.e., operators which admit a diagonal 
representation with respect to a biorthogonal system, to 
construct examples of eigenvalue behavior. In particular 
we show that all of the known results concerning eigenvalue 
summability of nuclear operators can be obtained using 
operators of diagonal type.
In Chapter 1, we present the terminology and nota­
tion to be used in this work. Chapter 2 gives a summary 
of results concerning nuclear (trace class) operators on 
Hilbert space, in Chapter 3, some of the important known 
results concerning eigenvalue behavior of nuclear operators 
on general Banach spaces are presented.
The convolution operators on Lp(0,l), 1 < P < 00#
iv
p 7* 2, are diagonal operators since the trigonometric system 
(e^^1̂ ) is a conditional basis of these spaces. In Chapter 
4 we use these important operators to exhibit extremal be­
havior of eigenvalue summability of nuclear operators on 
the Lp-spaces.
In Chapter 5, we study nuclear cyclic diagonal operators. 
If X^,... ,Xn are sequence spaces, an operator D on ®X^ 
is a cyclic diagonal operator if its restriction to each 
X^ is a diagonal operator into X^+^ (if i = n into X^). 
Certain eigenspaces of these operators have important ap­
plications to Banach space theory.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we use a recently discovered 
space of G. Pisier to answer affirmatively a long outstand­
ing question of Pelczyfiski and Saphar which is converse to 
Grothendieck*s result: Given a (nonzero) sequence (Xn) in
SL2, is there a Banach space X and a nuclear operator on 
X whose eigenvalue sequence is (Xn)?
v
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work is to use operators which have 
a diagonal representation with respect to a biorthogonal 
system in order to study the summability properties of 
eigenvalue sequences of nuclear operators on an arbitrary 
Banach space.
A nuclear operator T from a Banach space X into a 
Banach space Y is an operator admitting a representation 
T = Z T^ where rank(Tft) = 1 for each n and £ lTn  ̂ <
Note that the nuclear operators are the "natural" exten­
sion of the finite rank operators and are the easiest to 
construct among the compact operators.
On Hilbert space, the nuclear operators coincide with 
the so-called trace class operators which have absolutely 
summable eigenvalue sequences. In the early 1950's 
Grothendieck, and independently Ruston, expanded the defini­
tion of the trace class operators to nuclear operators be­
tween arbitrary Banach spaces. In addition, Grothendieck 
showed that eigenvalue sequences of nuclear operators are 
square summable and that, in general, two is the best pos­
sible summability exponent. This led to a problem first 
posed by Pelczyfiski and Saphar, namely: Which (nonzero)
sequences in I2 are eigenvalue sequences of nuclear opera­
tors on some Banach space?
vi
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For the study of eigenvalue distributions, those 
operators which are diagonal with respect to some biortho- 
gonal system are the most natural to investigate since 
their defining diagonal elements are eigenvalues. This work 
is to show that all of the known results concerning eigen­
value distributions can be obtained from diagonal type maps.
The important convolution operators on L spaces are 
in this category, and we show in Chapters 3 and 4 that the 
known results concerning summability of eigenvalues of 
nuclear operators on these spaces can be obtained from such 
operators. Prior to this the examples illustrating the 
summability limits of eigenvalue sequences on spaces 
were obtained by "ad hoc" methods and were far from being 
diagonals.
If X^,... Xn are Banach spaces with bases, and D is an 
operator on $ X^ whose restriction to each X^ is diagonal 
into X^+^ (for i = n the restriction is diagonal into X^) 
with respect to the corresponding bases, we call D a cyclic 
diagonal operator. In Chapter 5 we examine nuclear cyclic 
diagonal operators which have applications to Banach space 
theory. In particular we present an alternate approach to 
the generation of uncomplemented subspaces of ip © which 
have certain properties.
Finally, in Chapter € we use a recently discovered 
space of Pisier to solve the problem of Pelczynski and 
Saphar. We present a converse to the original theorem of 
Grothendieck concerning eigenvalue summability of nuclear
vii
operators: There exists a Banach space P such that for
every (nonzero) sequence (Xn) e &2, there is a.nuclear 




DEFINITIONS AND STANDARD CONCEPTS
The spaces considered in this work are Banach spaces,
i.e., complete normed linear spaces. An important example 
is Hilbert space (a complete inner product space) which will 
usually be denoted by H. Since our primary interest will 
be eigenvalue distributions, the scalar field for all spaces 
will be <D, the complex numbers, unless otherwise noted.
By operator or mapping we mean a bounded linear trans­
formation. The collection of all operators from a space X 
into a space Y is denoted by J£(X,Y) (if X = Y, this
will be shortened to X(X)). The linear space £(X,Y) is 
a Banach space with respect to the norm
||TH := sup |Txl , T c  j£j(X,Y) .
M < i
(The symbol " will be used throughout to denote that the 
lefthand expression is to be defined by the expression on 
the right).
By an isomorphism we mean an open one-to-one mapping. 
An isometry T is an isomorphism with |t x | = ||x| for
all x. If X is a Banach space, a projection P is an 
operator on X such that P2 * P. A subspace is a closed
linear subset. A subspace Y is complemented in a space 
X if there is a projection P e £(X) such that P(X) = Y.
The space £{X,C) is called the dual space of X 
and is denoted by X'. A space X is reflexive if the 
evaluation map X -*■ X" * (X')'» defined by the relation
<<Mx)) (f) := f (x) , x e X, f e X',
is onto. If T e £(X,Y), then the adjoint of T, denoted
by T*, is that element of JCfY^X') defined by the rela­
tion
(T*f)(x) := f(Tx), x e X, f e Y'.
If {x^} c X, then we denote by JxJ the closed
linear span of {x } in X. If (x ) is a sequence ofa n
elements of X (we will use the informal notation (x )cX),n
and (fn) C X', then the paired sequence <xn»fn  ̂ is a
biorthogonal system if fm (xn) * 6̂  for all m,n e N, 
the natural numbers. By a basis of a space X we will 
always mean a Schauder basis, that is, a biorthogonal 
system (xn#fn) such that for all x e X,
00
x = E fn (x)xn , 
n=l
where convergence is in the norm of X. A sequence (xR) 
is called a basic sequence if it is a basis for ^x^j.
There is a simple and useful criterion for checking if 
a given sequence is a basic sequence (see, e.g., f 2 9 3 ) »
3
Proposition 1.1. Let (xr) be a sequence of vectors in 
a Banach space X. Then (xn) is a basic sequence if and 
only if xn ? 0 for all n and there is a constant K such 
that, for every choice of scalars (an) and integers M < N, 
we have
• E, V n l  -  K 1 E, V n l 'n=l n=l
A basic sequence (xn) is unconditional if for 
every scalar sequence <aR), the convergence of Z anxn 
implies the convergence of £ bnxn ^or an^ set3uence (bn) 
with |bn | <_ |an | for all n. For a proof of the following 
fundamental result concerning unconditional bases see, e.g., 
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri, [15], p. 18.
Proposition 1.2. Suppose (xn) is an unconditional basis 
for a Banach space X. Then there exists a constant K 
such that for every subset a of the positive integers 
there is a projection Pa e j£(X) onto [x^s iea] with
l p„l ± K-
Spaces with bases are examples of an important class 
of Banach spaces. A Banach space X is said to have the 
approximation property (A.P.)if, for every Banach space Y, 
every compact operator T c £(Y,X), and every e > 0, there 
is an operator T# e *£(Y,X) of finite rank such that
|T - T01 < €.
If T e i£j(X), we call T an operator of diagonal type
4
if there is a biorthogonal sequence (x r f ) and scalarsn n
d n) such that T has a representation
00
Tx = E X f (x)x , x e X.
n=l
If (xn) is a basis for X, then T is called a diagonal 
operator.
We will use the following classical Banach spaces ex­
tensively:
For 1 <_ p £ », denote by the Banach space of
scalar sequences a = (an) which are absolutely pth power 
summable (resp. bounded for p = «*) with norm
* I J ( EJ anlP)1/P' 1 £ P < »«a ip - < °-i
I sup |a I P = “ •n
The subspace of consisting of all null sequences is
denoted by c0. By i”, 1 < p < *, n e N, we mean the
n dimensional analog of t .P
For a positive measure u on a measure space ft, de­
note by Lp(ft,y), 1 < p the Banach space of pfĉ  power
integrable functions f: Q •*■ <£, (resp. equivalence classes 
of essentially bounded measurable functions for p = °>) with
norm
*ilp-
f(;fl|f|pdn)1/p i < p <
ess sup If(x)I p * «.
xefl
5
If u is Lebesgue measure on some measurable subset A of
If (Xn) is a (finite or infinite) sequence of Banach 
spaces, we will use the notation (© Xn)p , 1 < p < «, to 
mean the completion of the direct sum of the spaces Xn
under the norm
Operator Ideals
The subject of this work, Grothendieck*s class of 
nuclear operators, is an example of a far more general con­
cept which has become an extremely useful tool in Banach 
space theory.
If X and Y are Banach spaces, then for f e X' 
and y c Y we will use the tensor notation f 0 y to mean 
the rank one operator from X into Y defined by
Using this notation, we make the following definitions.
Definition 1.3. Let 3L denote the class of all operators 
between arbitrary Banach spaces. A class ^  < «£. of opera­
tors is an operator ideal if for each set ^(X,Y) =
4  ^X,Y) one has
i. f ® y c ^(X,Y) for all f e X', y e Y,
ii. If S, T e ^(X,Y) and c e *, then cS + T e ^(X,Y) ,
Rn, then we will frequently employ the notation L (A).P
1 £  p  < 00
P  E  00.
(f 0 y) (x) i- f (x)y x e X.
6
iii. If S e 4(X,Y), R e JCXY,Z) and T e *(W,X), then
RST e 4(W,Z) .
Thus in particular an operator ideal restricted to a 
single space X is a two-sided ideal in the ring of operators
on X which contains (by i. and ii.) all of the finite rank
operators. For obvious reasons, property iii. is called the 
"ideal property."
Definition 1.4. Let d, be an operator ideal. A non­
negative function a: d * R is an ideal norm if for all
Banach spaces W, X, Yr Z,
i. 0i(f 0 y) « ||f|||y|| for all f e X', y e Y,
ii. If S, T e ^(X,Y), then a(S + T) <_ a(S) + a(T) ,
iii. If R e *(Y,Z), S e £((X,Y) and T e £(W,X), then
a (RST) < (|R|a(S)||T||.
If ^ possesses an ideal norm a, then the pair (^fa) 
is called a normed ideal. If, in addition, each component 
4(X,Y) of d. is complete under the norm a, then (4*a) 
is called a Banach ideal.
The following operator ideals are used in this work.
The finite rank operators, denoted by 3? form a 
normed ideal (but not a Banach ideal) under the operator 
norm. This ideal consists of all operators admitting a 
representation
n
T = I f. 0 y.,i=l 1 i
where f^,... ,fn e X', y^,... , y^eY, n e N, and X
7
an4 Y are arbitrary Banach spaces.
The closure of the finite rank operators, denoted by 
consists of those operators which are the limits of 
finite rank operators in the operator norm. Thus 
is a Banach ideal.
The nuclear operators are denoted by 7 In tensor 
notation, each component 7^(X,Y) consists of those opera­
tors T which admit a representation
T “ V n 0 y ”' <*„> «  *'' <yn> e y 'n=i
such that
J M n l l y J  < «•n=i
Any such representation is called a nuclear representation 
of T. The infimum of £flfn lllYn | over all nuclear repre­
sentations of T is denoted by v(T). It is an ideal norm 
and {7[, v) is a Banach ideal. The ideal has the ex­
tremely important property that if ^  is any Banach ideal, 
then 7̂  c
The ideal of compact operators, denoted by )̂ , con­
sists of all operators possessing the property that the 
image of any bounded set is precompact. « 0 M >  is a Banach 
ideal.
For 1 £ p < », the absolutely p-summing operators, 
denoted by 11̂ , consist of those operators which map weak­
ly p**1 power summable sequences into absolutely p**1 power 
summable sequences. I.e., T e n^(X,Y) if there exists a
8
c > 0 such that
( I ||Txi|p)1/p < c sup ( I | f (x ) |p)1/pi-1 1 lfl<l i-1 1
for all x,, ,x e X. If we denote 1 n
if (T) s= inf c P
where c satisfies the above inequality, then (II ,tt ) isP p
a Banach ideal.
We denote by ^ , 1 < p < °°, the ideal of p-integral
operators. An operator T is in dfp (X,Y) if there is a
probability space (fi,y) and operators R e •t(X,Ln(ft,ii))
and S e JftL (n,y),Y") such that SiR = 4>T where i isP
the inclusion of L (ft,y) into L (fl,y) and 4> is theP
canonical evaluation map of Y into Y". If
ip (T) := inf ||r |||s Q
where the infimum is taken over all such factorizations,
then *s a Banach ideal.
An important property of the ideal of compact operators
on a space X is that the spectrum of any T c )(j(X) is
a null sequence and each non-zero element of that spectrum
is an eigenvalue We may therefore make the follow­
ing definition.
Definition 1.5. Let X be a Banach space and T e }((X).
An eigenvalue sequence of T, denoted by (Xn (T)), is
9
an ordering of the non-zero eigenvalues of T, each repeated 
according to its (finite) multiplicity.
Remark. The more standard definition of an eigenvalue se­
quence specifies a decreasing order, i.e., |Xn (T)|
jXn+^(T)| for all n. Unless a particular ordering is 
specified, either definition may be applied. We will have 
occasion, however, to specify orderings which may not be 
decreasing when questions of conditional convergence arise.
CHAPTER 2
t
TRACE CLASS OPERATORS ON HILBERT SPACE
The study of the summability properties of eigenvalue 
sequences of operators on Hilbert space historically has 
been closely tied to the functional trace. Recall that if 
T is an operator on a finite dimensional space with repre­
sentation
n




(1) Functional Trace (T) = 2 f.{Xj)
i=l 1
is independent of representation. On the other hand we 
also have that
m
(2) Spectral Trace (T) = 2 (Xj (T)).i=l 1
It has long been known that (1) and (2) have the same 
value for any finite dimensional operator Tf so we may 
unambiguously speak of the "trace" of such an operator.
In 1936, E. J. Murray and J. von Neumann [19] in­
vestigated the problem: What class of operators on infinite
dimensional Hilbert space have a well-defined and continuous 
trace? Their investigation led to the following definition.
10
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Definition 2.1. An operator T e XltH) said to be a 
trace class operator if there exist Hilbert-Schmidt opera­
tors (defined below) A and B on H such that T - AB.
It turns out that such an operator T is what we now 
call a nuclear operator. Thus it has a representation
T “ Z,fn ® xn with Z Hf J  HXJ  < "■ n=l n—1
Moreover# on Hilbert space in this case we nay define a
continuous linear functional on this trace class
00
Functional Trace (T) = S f (x ),
n=l n n
the sun being independent of representation by continuity 
considerations. Unfortunately, the question of whether (2) 
could be extended to this trace class of operators was nore 
difficult. Finally, in 1959, Lidskij [3.43 proved the 
following result.
Theoren 2.2. Let T be a trace class operator on a Hilbert 
space H. Then
00
Functional Trace (T) = I X (T).n=l n
Thus we nay unambiguously write Trace (T) for operators T 
in the trace class.
Meanwhile, Von Neumann and R. Schatten [203 formulated 
in 1946 the modern definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt oper­
ators and extended it to a much broader collection of oper­
ator classes. Recall that if T e «£(H), then TT* is a
12
positive operator and so we may define the operator A ■ >/t t * 
to be that positive operator such that A2 « TT*.
Definition 2.3. Let 0 < p < ». An operator T e £(H) 
belongs to the Schatten p-class of operators if
00
E (X (\fXT*))P < CO.n=l n
For p = 2 we have exactly the Hilbert-Schmidt opera­
tors. Of more importance to our study, the trace class 
operators belong to the class J  , and the trace class 
(nuclear) norm is given by
00
V(T) = E X  (^TT*) . 
n=l n
Finally, the relationship between the summability of
(X < TT*)) and of (X (T)) was discovered by H. Weyl T3l3n n
in 1949.
Theorem 2.4. (Weyl Inequality - Additive Form).
Let T e &(H) and 0 < p < Then
OD 00
2 l M T> lP 5 2 (*„(>/ttS'>>p .n=l n n=l
In particular, if T e J  , then the eigenvalues of T are
th Pabsolutely p power summable.
Thus on Hilbert space the summability properties of
eigenvalue sequences of nuclear operators are quite simple:
Every nuclear operator has absolutely summable eigenvalues.
Since diagonal operators with respect to, e.g., the unit
13
vector basis of defined by an Jlj sequence are clearly
nuclear, every (nonzero) absolutely summable sequence is 
the eigenvalue sequence of a nuclear operator.
We close this chapter with a final remark that will be 
used in the sequel. On Hilbert space, just as the ideal of 
nuclear operators coincides with the trace class operators, 
the absolutely p-summing operators (1 < p < «) all coincide 
with the Hilbert-Schmidt operators [21].
CHAPTER 3
SOME KNOWN RESULTS ON BANACH SPACES
We present in this chapter a brief summary of the 
major results in the study of eigenvalues of nuclear opera­
tors. In the three remaining chapters we will focus our 
attention on a specific class of nuclear operators, those 
of diagonal type. We will see that this involves no real 
loss of generality andf in fact, allows us to answer several 
questions concerning eigenvalue behavior.
We have seen that eigenvalue sequences of trace class 
operators on Hilbert space must be absolutely summable, and 
that every (nonzero) absolutely summable sequence is an 
eigenvalue sequence of a trace class operator. The corres­
ponding questions for Banach spaces are: "What are the sum­
mability properties of eigenvalue sequences of nuclear oper­
ators on Banach spaces?" and "Which sequences can actually 
be realized as eigenvalue sequences of nuclear operators?" 
The latter of these questions was first posed by Pelczynski 
and Saphar and will be taken up in Chapter 6. Grothendieck 
gave an answer to the former of these questions which sharp­
ly separated the situation on general Banach spaces from 
that on Hilbert space. Prior to presenting this result we 
first prove a proposition also due to Grothendieck C5] .
14
Propcsition 3.1. Let X be a Banach space and T e 7QX).
Then T has a factorization
A D B
T: X --- Cq --►  ► X
where A and B are compact and D is a nuclear operator
which is diagonal relative to the unit bases of c0 and a .
Proof. We will use the following lemma concerning "factor­
ization" of sequences.
Lemma 3.2. Let (X̂ ) e Then there exist sequences
(a_) e c0 and (u„) e such that X = a v* for all n.n n * n n n
Moreover (a ) can be chosen to be a positive decreasing n
sequence.
Proof of Lemma. Let ^K^k=i an increas*n9 sequence of 
indices such that
16
N1 * 1< 2 |X | + 2 k ( r) <
n=l " k»l k»2
So (yn) e £1 which proves the lemma.
To prove the proposition, since T is nuclear it has 
a representation
00
T = E X f_ ® x_, 
n=l n n n
where (X ) e Jt, and (f ), (x ) are normalized sequences n * n n
in X 1 and X respectively. Applying Lemma 3.2 twice we
can find sequences (an), ($n> e c0 and (yn) e such
that X = ct u 3 , n = 1,2,... . n n n n
Define
A: X -*■ cQ by Ax = tanfn txJ }n=l' x e X#
D: c0+ by D(a ) = (y a ), (an) e c0,
00
B: X by B <an* = z enanxn' *an* e &1*n=l
The operator D is nuclear as illustrated by its natural 
diagonal representation. Moreover, both A and B are 
elements of 7K and hence compact. Since for all x e X,
00 CO
BDflx = E cngn$nfn (x)xn = E V „ (5tlxn = T*> n=l n=l
we have the desired factorization.
We can now give a proof using related operators of 
Grothendieck's theorem on the summability of eigenvalue 
sequences of nuclear operators. If A c  £(X,Y) and
17
B c £(YrX) then AB and BA are called related operators, 
{pietsch, C22]) . Every nonzero eigenvalue of finite multi­
plicity of AB is also an eigenvalue of BA and has the 
same multiplicity. Thus the eigenvalue sequences of related 
compact operators coincide.
Theorem 3.3. (Grothendieck [5 ] ). Let X be a Banach 
space and T e £(X). Then
<An (T)) e
Moreover, two is the best possible exponent of convergence.
Proof. Factor T = BDA as in Proposition 3.1. The diagonal 
operator D defined by the sequence (yn) e can be fur­
ther factored
both Dj and D2 are continuous. 
We now have the factorization
and from the above remark concerning related operators,
18
(X (T)) = (X (BD D A)) * (X (DjABDj)). n n *■ 1 n *
Thus, by the Weyl inequality, to prove that (Xn (T)) e Jt2 
it suffices to show that D XABD2: i2 --*■ Z2 is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator.
A well-known result due to Grothendieck in the theory 
of absolutely p-summing operators (see, e.g., [22] , p. 307) 
states that
2̂ (®(,^2) ~ «()(Cj ,4^) .
So D x e H2(c0,i2), and by the ideal property, D1ABD2 e 
n2 U 2). But then D1ABD2 is Hilbert-Schmidt since on 
Hilbert space the absolutely 2-summing and Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators coincide.
We have left to show that two is the optimum summability 
exponent. Although there are several simple ways to do this 
(see the remark following this proof) we will reproduce 
Grothendieck's original example. Not only does this example 
involve an operator of diagonal type, which is the central 
topic of this work, but also we will use similar operators 
in Chapter 4 to illustrate other important aspects of 
eigenvalue behavior.
We must exhibit a nuclear operator T such that 
(Xn (T)) e i2 but (Xn (T)) i £.p for any p < 2. Since our 
operator will involve convolution and fourier series we will 
identify L l(0,l) with L}(T) where T is the unit circle, 
thus extending all functions with period 1. Let
19
einLog n
*<*> - l -n------- -e2*1”*, 6 > 1.n=2 n^(Log n)“
It is shown in Zygmund [32] that f is continuous. Define
the convolution operator T^: LjfOrl) *► L^Orl) by
(1) Tfg(x) - f*g(x) - flf(x-y)g(y)dy, g e ^(0,1).
It is well known (seer e.g., [32]) that the eigenvalues 
of a convolution operator such as is defined in (1) are 
exactly the fourier coefficients of the function f, so 
that in this case
einLog n
U n (Tf)) = (f (n)) = ( -t ------- g ).
n^(Log n)
Thus it is apparent that (1„(T_)) e JL, but (X„(T,)) £ An f  * n t  p
for any p < 2.
Grothendieck proved that if Tf e (L2(0,1)) is de­
fined as in (1) by a continuous function f, then T^ is 
nuclear. We omit the proof of this result, but remark thatI
since ||f*grH«, Tf factors thru ^ ( 0,1) and so
is integral by definition. Grothendieck actually showed 
that any operator factorable into an integral operator fol­
lowed by a weakly compact operator is nuclear, then exhibited 
such a factorization for T^.
Since f is continuous, is nuclear and has eigen­
values with the required summability properties. This com­
pletes the proof.
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Remark. As was mentioned in the above proof there are sev­
eral alternate methods of constructing a nuclear operator 
whose eigenvalue sequence is square summable but no better. 
For example, let (An) e and D: i2 -► i2 be a diagonal
map defined by the sequence (Xn) . Let ips 1 be an 
isometric embedding, and X = We claim that T =
<f>D<{>“ :̂ X ■* is nuclear. To see this consider
T* « Jti -► X'.
Now D* is Hilbert-Schmidt (hence in II2) and is a
map from an Lj-space into a Hilbert space, hence is abso­
lutely 2-summing (see C22D)• As the composition of two 
absolutely 2-summing maps, T* is thus nuclear. But if 
T e ^(X,^) and T* e 7J, then T e 7(. (See, e.g., [22]).
Finally let Ifn © xn be a nuclear representation of 
T. Since X is a subspace of A*, let (fn) be Hahn- 
Banach extensions of the functionals (fn) to £«>. If we 
define
T = Ifn ® xn: 4. ■>
then T is nuclear by definition and the original sequence 
(An) is a subsequence of its eigenvalue sequence. So 
(An (T)) is square summable but no better. Note however 
that because the functionals (fR) were extended there is 
no way of determining whether T has eigenvalues in addi­
tion to the given sequence.
Similar examples can be constructed using, e.g., the 
span of the Rademacher functions in L x.
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The operator defined in the last part of the proof
of Theorem 3.3 is important to this work in two respects. 
First, if we define sequences (eR) e Li and (fR) e
L = L' by00 1 ■*
en (x) = e2irinx x e (q ,i), n e Z, and
fn <x) " e"27rinx x e (0,1), n e Z,
then (en'^n) a biorthogonal system for L x (but not a
basis, see Singer [29]). Moreover, Tf is diagonal with
respect to this system. Thus this first example of a nuc­
lear operator whose eigenvalue sequence is not absolutely 
summable is of diagonal type.
Second, if we order the eigenvalue sequence of T^ in 
the order corresponding to the "natural" order of the se­
quence (en (x)) * , then since the fourier series for f44 Xi“  “CO
converges uniformly (Zygmund, [32]), we have that
OP OP
£ (Tf) — E t(n) = f<0),n=-e® n=2
so this eigenvalue sequence is conditionally convergent.
Theorem 3.3 implies that the eigenvalue sequences
of nuclear operators on an arbitrary Banach space may not be
absolutely summable and that this situation does in fact
exist, at least on the space L }. A result of Johnson,
Konig, Maurey and Retherford shows that there are nuclear
operators with non-absolutely summable eigenvalues on every
infinite dimensional Banach space except Hilbert space.
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose every nuclear operator on a Banach 
space X has an absolutely summable eigenvalue sequence.
Then X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space.
See £l0] f PP* 376-378 for a proof.
We thus have the extreme situations of square sum- 
mability of eigenvalue sequences on L2 and absolute sum- 
mability on L2. Much work has been done in determining 
orders of summability on other spaces and classes of spaces. 
We end this chapter by presenting, without proof, two of 
the more important results in this area. The first general­
izes the and L2 cases to all of the Lp 's, 1 < p £ 00.
Theorem 3.5. (Johnson, Kttnig, Maurey, Retherford [10])
Let 1 <_ p < » and 1/q = 1 - 11/2 - l/p| . Assume (12,p) 
is a measure space and T e 9^(Lp(£2,p)). Then (An (T)) e
Theorem 3.5 interpolates between our previous results, 
for if p = 1 in the theorem then q = 2, while if p » 2 
then q = 1.
The following example (also from [10] ) shows that the 
summability order q of Theorem 3.5 cannot be lowered.
Example 3.6. Define the Littlewood matrices inductively.
n e N
We can derive from the inductive process that A
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and moreover that for each eigenvalue X of Ajn-l and 
corresponding eigenvector xf the vectors (x,(l-72)x) and 
(x,(-l-V2)x) are eigenvectors of A2n with eigenvalues 
>f2x and W 2 X  respectively. Thus the eigenvalues of A n 
are ±2 , each having multiplicity 2n”*‘.
For 1 < p < 2, 1/p + 1/p' « 1, define
A = n‘2(2n)“ (1+1/p,,A2n: ^ p ^ P  ** ̂ p ^ p '
so that A: A •* A is a block sum of multiples of the P P .
matrices A2n, Denote by A^n the j row of A n,
i ^ 2nwhich consists of ±l*s. If we consider A^n =
9n 2nas an element of A', = (A* )* with action
2n
AjntXi) = Z ai3xir (x±) e A*”,
then
2n j
V  “ jixA2n®
2*1where (ej) is the unit vector basis of ip . Thus
V(V> - jVanllp-bllp - 2"-2n/P' * 2nU+1/p,).
and so
v(A) < I n"2(2n)“ (1+1/p,)v(A n) < 2 n-2 <
“ n=l z n=l
Therefore A e 0t(*E () . Moreover the eigenvalues of A are 
exactly the eigenvalues of the multiples of the A^'s. So 
taking into account their multiplicities we have
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Z |Xj(A)|q — S 2n{n"2g (2n)“q(1+1/p,)(2n/2)q) j-1 1 n=l
« E n“2q-2n(1” (1/2+1/p,)). 
n=l
This last expression is finite if and only if
1 - q(l/2 + 1/P') £ 0, i.e., 1/q < 1 - |l/2 - 1/pf
Thus we have constructed nuclear operators A: %
for each 1 < p < 2, such that (A„(A)) e I but (A„(A))— — n q n
t &r for any r < q. Moreover A*: Ap»'*' api is nuclear 
and has the same spectrum as A. Since l-|l/2-l/p'| = 
l-|l/2-l/p|, the operators A and A* on the spaces 
£p = Lp (N,counting measure), 1 < p < «, show that the ex­
ponent q in Theorem 3.5 cannot be improved.
The next theorem, due to KSnig, Retherford and Tomczak- 
Jaegermann Cl3], gives bounds on the summability of eigen­
values of nuclear operators on certain classes of Banach 
spaces. We need the following definition.
Definition 3.7. Let 1 < p £ 2. We say that a Banach space
X is of (Rademacher) type p if there is a constant c > 0 
such that for every finite sequence (xn) C X we have
(f’llE rn tt)xnrat}% < c(E||xn|P)l/P,
0 n n
where rn (t) = sign (sin 2nirt) are the Rademacher functions 
on the unit interval.
Similarly, if 2 < q < «>, a space X is of (Rademacher)
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cotype q if there is a constant c^ > 0 such that for 
every finite sequence (x^ c X,
<I|xn|'J)Vq < ôf‘11 rn<t)*n|*dt),».n n
We note that L (G,y) is always of type p, cotype 1.
2, for 1 < p < 2, and of type 2, cotype p for 2 < p < ». 
For other facts on the notions of type and cotype we refer 
to Maurey and Pisier [l7] and Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri[l5].
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a Banach space of type p and co­
type q with 1/p - 1/q < 1/2. Then for all T e 7J(X),
(n1/®ln (T)) e 
where 1/s = 1 - (1/p - 1/q).
For a proof, see Q13J r p. 117.
Thus for spaces satisfying the requirements of the 
theorem, eigenvalue sequences of nuclear operators most be 
''almost'’ in £g, i.e., in *-s+e f°r anY e > 0. Note that 
for the Lp-spaces, 1 < p < », this result is weaker than 
Theorem 3.5. At this time it is unknown whether Theorem
3.8 is sharp. In particular, is there a nuclear operator
on a space X of type p and cotype q (1/p - 1/q < 1/2)
such that (*n (T)) / JLg where 1/s = 1 - (1/p - 1/q)?
In fact, the exponent s itself may be too large. On some 
classes of spaces of type p and cotype q (cf. £253) 
is known that eigenvalue sequences of nuclear operators
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must be absolutely r-summing, where
1/r = 1 - max(1/p - 1/2, 1/2 - 1/q).
This formula has the somewhat aesthetic advantage that it 
may apply also to the case in which 1/2 < 1/p - 1/q. An 
attempt to extend Theorem 3.8 in this fashion would yield 
s > 2 which is weaker than Grothendieck's general result.
CHASTER 4
DIAGONAL NUCLEAR OPERATORS
We here study nuclear operators on a Banach space which 
have a diagonal representation relative to a basis of that 
space. Diagonal operators are the simplest operators to 
define and (perhaps in consequence) the most frequently en­
countered operators. The major results of this chapter, 
Theorem 4.5 and Example 4.8, deal with convolution oper­
ators on Lp(0,l), which are fundamental to large areas of 
both abstract and applied analysis.
If T is an operator of diagonal type on a Banach 
space X with diagonal representation
00
Tx = I Anfn (x)x, x e X,n=l
then it is clear that the scalars X are among the eigen-n
values of T. Of most importance to this study is the case
in which the sequence (A ) is actually the eigenvaluen
sequence for T. The following proposition provides two 
important cases in which this situation occurs.
Proposition 4.1. Let (xn#fn) be a biorthogonal system on 
a Banach space X such that either
(1) (xn) is a basic sequence, or
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(2) (fn) is total on X, i.e., if x e X, x ^ 0,
then there is an m e N such that f (x) ^ 0.in
Then the nonzero elements of the diagonal sequence of any 
operator T e j£(X) of diagonal type relative to tXn'fn) 
form the eigenvalue sequence of T.
Proof. If (xn) is a basic sequence, then (fn) is total 
on fxj * But each eigenvector of T is an element of 
[xjj , so restricting T to [*„] does not change its 
eigenvalues. It thus suffices to consider the case in 
which (fn) is total on X.
Let X ? 0 be an eigenvalue of T with corresponding 
eigenvector x ^ 0. Then there is an m e N such that 
fm (x) f 0 and
Xfm<x) " fm (Tx) = fm ( 1 Xnfn (x)xn} * Xmfmtx> ■n=l
So X s Xm . Since each nonzero XR is an eigenvalue 
(Txn * Xnxn^' t îe nonzero elements of (Xn) form an 
eigenvalue sequence.
The simplest class of operators of diagonal type whose 
defining sequences are also eigenvalue sequences are the 
diagonal operators. Diagonal nuclear operators also have 
an extremely important property that carries over from the 
finite dimensional case. Recall that if a space X has a 
basis, it has the approximation property, and so TJ(X) has 
a continuous trace functional C$3*
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Theorem 4.2. Let X be a Banach space with basis (xft). 
Suppose T e 7j(X) is a diagonal operator with respect to 
(xn) with diagonal sequence (Xn). Then
CO
Trace (T) * I L .
n=l
Proof. For x e X we may write
00
Tx = I X .£. (x)x., 
i=l 1 1 1
where (f̂ ) is the sequence of coefficient functionals 
associated with the basis (x̂ ) (i.e., f^(Xj) = for
all i, j).
Let (Uj) c X 1, (Vj) c X be such that
00
T = Z Uj ® v. 
j=l 3 3
is a nuclear representation of T. By Lemma 3.2, since 
(l|uj|| ||Vj||) e £j, we may assume that l||uj|| = K < » and
Vj 0.
Since (x̂ ) is a basis, the projections
n
s (x) = E £± (x)x*, 
n i=l 1 1
x e X, n = 1,2,..
converge in the strong operator topology to I, the iden­
tity operator on X. In particular, the sequence of opera­
tors (I - sR) converges uniformly to 0 on the precompact 
set {Vj}.
For fixed n consider the operator TsR. Since it is 
of finite rank,
n n
Trace (Tsn) ■ E X-f4(x̂ ) = EX..i=l i=l 1
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Moreover, since T is diagonal with respect to (xn),
Ts_ = s T and we have n n
n
|Trace (T) - Z | * |Trace (T - Ts-,)j i=l 1 n
- |Trace ((I - sn)T)|
- |Trace ( Z u^ 0(v^ - 8n <vj>>) 
i
2 V vj ■ V vj>>j-i
< (sup II(I - sn)v.||) Z fluJI . j n 3 j=i 3
But by the uniform convergence of (I - sn) on this
last expression can be made arbitrarily small for large n, 
so Z\^ converges to Trace (T).
Warning; The statement of Theorem 4.2 is somewhat decep­
tive. It is tempting to assume that 0 x^ is a
nuclear representation of T (from which the conclusion 
would follow by definition). In particular the Theorem 
leaves open the possibility that ZXn may only be condition­
ally convergent. In fact, the major example of this chapter 
(see 4.7, below) will illustrate that for one extremely 
important type of diagonal nuclear operator, this conver­
gence can be conditional only, and hence the diagonal rep­
resentation in that case is not a nuclear representation.
A simple corollary relates Theorem 4.2 to the be­
havior of eigenvalue sequences.
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Corollary 4.3. Let X be a Banach space. Suppose T e 
9£(X) has an eigenvalue sequence (Xn) with corresponding 
eigenvectors (xn). If (xn) is a basis for a complemented
subspace of x r then I Xn converges.
Proof. Consider T0 « T| j-Xnj • Since (x^ is a basis for
ExnJ ' To a diagonal operator with diagonal sequence 
(Xn) . But since [xj is complemented in X,
T0 = PTi
where i is the inclusion of £xn̂  into X and P is a
projection onto So by the ideal property, T0 is
nuclear. Applying Theorem 4.2 the result follows.
Remark. The requirement that complemented in X
is necessary (see Example 6.4). In addition, as previously 
mentioned, Example 4.7 shows that (Xn) may not be ab­
solutely summable.
The following proposition, which has long been known, 
shows that eigenvalue behavior is much more straightforward 
in the case of nuclear operators which are diagonal with 
respect to an unconditional basis.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose X is a Banach space with un­
conditional basis (xR). If T is a diagonal nuclear oper­
ator on X with respect to (xn) defined by a sequence 
U n) , then (Xn) e A,.
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Proof. Let o be a finite set of positive integers and
PQ the natural projection onto Qĉ : jE0 . By Proposition
1.2, since (x ) is unconditional there is a constant K, n
independent of the choice of a, such that ||P0| < K.
Hence
| Z A.| - |Trace (P T)| < v(P T)'jeo 3 o ' -  a
< I|p0!(v(t)
< K v(T) ,
and (Xn) is absolutely summable as required.
So in the case of nuclear operators which are diagonal 
with respect to an unconditional basis, the natural diagonal 
representation is a nuclear representation. We have already 
intimated, however, that this may not be true for an arbi­
trary basis. We now proceed to construct diagonal nuclear 
operators with respect to a conditional basis whose diagonal 
(and hence eigenvalue) sequences are not absolutely sum­
mable. In doing this we will to some extent parallel 
Grothendieck*s example given in the proof of Theorem 3.3 
above, using L^(0,1), 1 < p < ®, p / 2, in place of
LjfOrl). Thus we will continue to identify the unit inter­
val with the unit circle and require periodicity of func­
tions.
For 1 < p < ®, p 2, the standard trigonometric 
system (e^*11*) °° is a conditional basis for L (0,1)n=-“ p
(see, e.g.. Singer [293 )• As shown previously, each
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convolution operator on L^(0,1) defined by a function f
is diagonal with respect to this basis with diagonal sequence
(f(n)) “ wheren=-00
i(n) - |*f (x)e”2llinxdx
are the familiar fourrier coefficients.
We first need a criterion for nuclearity of convolution 
operators on Lp(0,l). For f e Lp(0,l), 1 £ p £ and
n e IN, define
i \ j /M 27iikxs f) (x) := Z f(k)e ,
n |k|<n
t (f) (x) := Z f(k)e2trikx, and
n [k|>n
bn,p<f> != l|t„(f)|lp.
For 1 < p < °>, both (sn) and (tn) are sequences of
uniformly bounded projections on Lp. Moreover, we can 
assume the sequence (b ) decreases monotonically forHfP
each f e Lp (if necessary using an equivalent norm on Lp, 
see Singer Q293) .
Theorem 4.5. Let 1 < p < 2, 1/p + 1/p' = 1, and sup­
pose f e Lp,(0,1) with
00
(*) s n’^fyiog n) b , (f) < ®.n=2 n'p
Then the convolution operator Tfs Lp (0,l) -*■ Lp(0,l) de­
fined by Tfg = f * g, g e Lp , is nuclear.
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Proof. On reflexive spaces the nuclear operators and the 
integral operators coincide. Moreover, a multiplication 
theorem for operator ideals (see Pietsch £22] p.286) asserts 
that <#p»np , ® 4 X. But by Holder's inequality,
llT f g | l «  -  l l f  *  g I L  i  N l l p ' N I p  »
so we may factor
T1 i 
T: L — ► L — ► L ,p  “ p
where i is the natural inclusion. Since i t J(p by de­
finition, to prove the theorem we have only to show that 
IV , the operator Tf viewed as a mapping into L^, is 
absolutely p'-summing.
form
Our method will be to view in its diagonalized
00
T'g - I f (n)§(n)e27rinx, g e L .f n=-°° *
We will break up T 1 into a block sum of finite dimensionalf
operators on blocks of the trigonometric system (e nx) 
in order to show that its absolutely p'-summing norm is 
finite.
For n = 1,2,3,... , let
r2n *- s2n * s2n-l r
Yn : = r2nLp » k 27Tikx: 211”1 < |k| < 2n] 
Xn S= S2nL« “ l®2lTikXl lk l < 2*3*•
LP
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The spaces XR have the property (see, e.g., Kdnig [11]) 
that there exist isomorphisms
12n+l-l
such that for all n,
-1
nll*n I - C»L°9 2n " c«»n<
where c„ is an absolute constant.
Setting
A := Til : ¥ X , and n f'Yn n n
Bn =- V n V ’ LP<°'1) * L-O'1*'
where i is the natural inclusion, we haven
Tt ■ V "1 n=0
where B0: Lp is defined by BQg = f(0)§(0). Moreover
each Bn, n _> 1, has the following factorization
Bn




where ^  = 4>nAn -
Hence if c = sup Jr nfl, then^ n 2
< IT <B„> + I | t nl l O ' p ' (ldn>lAnl Knlr n=l «
1 |f|lP' + °pJ1,̂ 1l,,P'<Ma)|*nllAJ
oo
< l*lp. + °pe“n! ln,anl,rp '<ian1-
He therefore need boundB on |A_| and tt . (Id }." n* p n
Now for all n,
Ia  | < Hr T'.|| = ||s T ' - s iT *||" n — 1 2n f 2n f 2n ^ f
< |T' - s -_■!T '[ + |T* - s TlR .-  " f 2n 1 f* f 2n f
But for k - 1,2 r... , and |g|| < 1,
|(TJ - skT^) (g)|^ = Htk {f) * g ^
< Itk (f)||pl|g||p 
± bk,p’<f>*
SO
K '  i V-i,p-(£) + V . P - (f) 1 2V-i.p'<£)-
Our bound for it , (Idn) is of some importance in its 
own right.
Lemma 4.6. Let 1 < p < « and n e N. Then
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n  nProof of Lemma. Denote by I (m) the space C normed byF
where m = (iik) is a sequence of n non-negative numbers 
with InuP < 1. It follows from the Pietsch factorization 
theorem (see Pietsch [22]) that
it (Id: *2 + O  = inf BId: **■F F
with the infimum taken over all sequences m = (m^).
If m = (n ^ p), then for R (x • > [I < 1 we have" j " m —
sup |Xj| <_ n*^p, so
"p(Id: £  * *£> < |ld: *p((n_1/p)) -*■ £} 1 nl/P-
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let
on = {2n_1,... ,2n - 1).
Then if
Ki - |f|p . + opo„|a1)itp .(ia1)
from our previous estimate for tt̂ , (Tp we have
"p.IT’) < *1 + Cpc„ I n(2n x- l ) i/p  2b2n - l,p .<f>
< K j. _ _ V r» r u  tf\< K. + c c_ £ n-2 *2 £ bt — 1(1}
” 1 p n-2 kea _ k 'pn-i
< K. + 16c Co, 2 n-2(n+1)/p £ b. „,(£>.“ 1 P n-2 keon_i k 'P
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Furthermore there is a constant K2 such that for all n 
and k e
16cpe„n 2'(n+1)/p I bk/p.(f)
keCTn-l
I K z I k"1/p(Log k)b. .(f).k e t r  K # Pn-1
From which
00
*,<T'> < K, + K2 I k ^ ^ L o g  k)b. _,(f). p r k=l
Since by assumption the sum on the right is finite, we have 
Tf e np' *LpfIV»* which proves the theorem.
One fact concerning functions f which satisfy (*) 
follows immediately from Corollary 4.3.
Corollary 4.7. If f e Lp (0,l) satisfies (*) of Theorem
4.6, then Ef(n) converges, n
Some remaining questions are: Must such an f be
continuous? If so, must its fourier series converge uni­
formly?
Example 4.8. Let 1 < p < p ^ 2, and 1/q =
1 - j1/2 - l/p|. There exists a convolution operator T^ 
e (L_(0,1), defined by a function f e L ,(0,1) such“ Mr
that (f(n)) e but (f(n)) / SL̂  for any r < q. In
particular the operator T^ is a diagonal nuclear operator
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whose eigenvalues acheive the summability limit g of 
Theorem 3.5.
By duality, we may assume 1 < p < 2. Let
ein 1,09 n
f(x> = I -----8e2lrinx, 6 > 2.
n-2 n1/2+1'P (Log n)6
It is shown in Zygmund £32j that f is continuous.
Moreover, 1/2 + 1/p1 = 3/2 - 1/p * 1/q, so
E |f(n)|q = I (n1/2+1/p'(Log n)e)“qn=-°° n=2
00 ^
= I n ” (Log n)-<̂  < 00.n=2
But for r < q, r(l/2 + 1/p') * r/q < 1 and E|f(n)|r = ».
We have left to show that T_: L„ -► L_ is nuclear.f P P
We show that f satisfies (*) of Theorem 4.5.
For simplicity write a = 0  and
a. := k“1/2”1/p'(Log k)~B, k > 1, 
so that
00
f(x) = E avexp (ik Log k + 2irikx). k=2 K
Let n
pn (x) := E exp (ik Log k + 2irikx) k=l
By Zygmund ( £32^ 5.32),
|Pn <x>L  = O(n^).
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So summing by parts
n
s (f) (x) = Z a. exp (ikLog k + 2irikx)n+l ksa2 K
n-1
- Pn (*)an + ^ p ^ x J A a *  ,
where Aak - afc - ak n .
Now since £ is continuous,
bn,p'(f) “ ' V ^ p -  ± K i ' ^ L
"  £ £  | S N + l ( f )  '  V f > l l » '
and for n > 2 and N > n,
leN+l(f) - an(f) | .
N-1 n-2
- I S Pk<x)Aak + P„(x>aN - I pk (x)Aa]t - V l 11-
K*"l K—X
N-1
1 Ipm (*)L«n + lpn-l(x)l-an-l ♦ 1 lP]c<x) U Aak lK-n-x
. i N-1 ,
< Cl (N*a + (n-l)*a + I K*51 Aak |)« n k=n-l
where ca > 0 is a constant independent of N and n.
By the mean value theorem,
Aak = 0(k“3/2"1/p'(Log k)-8),
so taking limits as N -*■ “, there is a c2 > 0 such that
bn,p-<f>




Z n ^ p^Log n)b_ _,(f) < c- Z n”1 (Log 
n-3 n,p “ n-3
+ c„ Z Z n ' ^ V ^ ' l t o g  k)”PLog n. 
2n=3 k=n-l
Denoting the first sum on .the right hand side of this in­
equality by S1# and the second by S2, Sx < °° since 
8 > 2. Moreover,
Sz = I k"1"1/p '(Log k)”& Z n_1/,pLog n k=2 n=3
< \ k”1-1/,p (Log k) ”3y>3c+1 x lŷ pLog x dx.
k=2 1
Now
J x”^ pLog x dx = 0(k^p Log k) ,
so for some constant K,
00
S2 < K Z k”1(Log k)1_B < ».“ k=2
Hence f satisfies {*) which completes the proof.
Example 4.8 shows that in the extremely important 
case of convolution operators on Lp-spaces, nuclear opera­
tors which are diagonal with respect to a conditional basis 
may not have absolutely summable eigenvalue (diagonal) se­
quences, and, in fact, given q < 2 there is a nuclear 
diagonal operator whose diagonal sequence is not in Jig.
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We note however that with respect to some conditional 
bases nuclear diagonal operators must have absolutely sum- 
mable eigenvalue sequences. A trivial example of this is 
on Hilbert space (which has conditional bases, see, e.g.
[15] ) where all eigenvalue sequences of nuclear operators 
are absolutely summable. For completeness, we present the 
following less obvious example on the non-reflexive space c0.
Example 4.9. For n e N, define
Then (x ) is a conditional basis for c~ (see f9*l ) with n °
associated coefficient functionals (f). If 2 A f 8 xn n n n
is nuclear, then (An) e i1.
To see this, note that T* e Tyij), and so by a result
ball of is lattice bounded. Thus if we denote by
♦ ! co = co" t'ie canonical injection, there exists a
positive sequence (b̂ ) e such that for all u e
For any fixed k let u - *5^* Then |u|| = 1, and so
x.n
n
f (0,0 t • • • ) e Vn V, yn
of Grothendieck's C53» the image under T* of the unit
M  <
|(T*u)k j = |(2 An (<Kxn))(u) fn)k | < bk , k e N. 
(Here ( • ) ̂  denotes the kt*1 coordinate) .
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|(T*u)k | = |(% Z An ( * ( V > ( £k> V k l
" " l*sxkl-
Thus |Ak | < 2 bk for all k, which means (An) e i1.
One final question remains concerning the eigenvalue 
summability of diagonal nuclear operators: Is there a space
X with conditional basis (xn) and a diagonal operator 
T e 7̂ (X) defined by a sequence (An) such that (Â ) e Jl2 
but (A ) i & for any p < 2?n  p
CHAPTER 5
NUCLEAR OPERATORS OF DIAGONAL TYPE
Up to this point we have constructed nuclear operators 
whose eigenvalue sequences exhibit desired summability 
properties. These examples provide little information 
regarding the more general question originally raised by 
Pe£czyi?ski and Saphar: Given an arbitrary sequence
e JL2, is there a nuclear operator on some Banach space 
for which the nonzero elements of (Ar) are an eigenvalue 
sequence? This question obviously requires consideration 
of a larger class of nuclear operators than those which are 
diagonal relative to a basis since such operators must have 
eigenvalue sequences which are at least conditionally con­
vergent by Corollary 4.3.
In fact, until recently there was no example of a 
nuclear operator whose eigenvalue sequence was not condi­
tionally convergent. H. KiJnig, in an unpublished example, 
constructed a nuclear operator on cQ with eigenvalue 
sequence 1,^,^,%,^,^,^,... . Briefly, he used weighted 
tails of Davie's matrix (see, e.g., Lindenstrauss and 
Tzafriri 15 , p. 87) as blocks, each having the single 
eigenvalue 2~n with multiplicity 2n . The direct sum of
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these blocks, each viewed as an operator on a copy of c0,
is then shown to be nuclear. Since the resulting operator
is not of diagonal type, and, more importantly, since we
will be able to reproduce this eigenvalue sequence as a
specific case of a general example in Chapter €, we omit
the details of KBnig's construction.
In the remark following Theorem 3.3 it was shown
that every sequence (X ) e is a subsequence of then
eigenvalue sequence of a nuclear operator. One major de­
fect of that construction, however, is that the remaining 
eigenvalues, if any, are unknown. We will now introduce 
a class of operators of diagonal type with which we can 
improve that result in the sense that these excess eigen­
values are known and bear a simple relationship to the given 
sequence. Then, in Chapter 6, we will discuss the 
Petczyrfski-Saphar problem in complete generality.
If X is a Banach space with a basis (xR), we can
identify X with a space of sequences, or sequence space, 
by the correspondence
x = 1 an*n -- lan>•
Definition 5.1. Let X^,... ,Xn be sequence spaces and
Di: xi xi+l D̂n : xn xî  ^  diagonal operators defined
by sequences ^ij^jHi ^or * !#••• #»• Then
n n n
D = ® D*; ( ® Xj) + ( ® *<)"
i=l 1 i=l i-1 1 n
is called a cyclic diagonal operator on the space ( ©̂ X̂ ),*,.
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The eigenvalue sequences of cyclic diagonal operators 
are related to the collection of diagonal sequences in the 
following way.
n n
Proposition 5.2. Let Di © XA -*• © Xj be a cyclic dia-
i=l i*=l
gonal operator such that each component diagonal sequence 
is entirely nonzero. Then the eigenvalues of D
are exactly all of the n *̂1 roots of the numbers
nB. i= n y. . , j = 1,2;... •3 i=l *3
Proof. Suppose X ? 0 is an eigenvalue of D and
((o^j) * »• • • t ^ 0
is a corresponding eigenvector. For some i0, j0, we have
aj A ? 0. Let D3® be the operator D restricted to only iolo
the j0th coordinates of © X^. Then
X <alj0'a2j0'*** ,otnj0) = ^  (otlj0'a2j0'"* '“njj
= (lJnj0anj0^ l j 0otlj0'"- 'v {n-l)j0a (n-l)j0) 
and we have the following n equations:
X a. • = y . a ■ij o n3 o n3 o
X “2j0 " ylj0°ljo
X anj0 " y (n-1)j0a (n-l)j0 •
Since X, a- • , and all of the y4 . ’s are nonzero, the lolo ijo
cyclic nature of the equations guarantees that j* 0x j o
for all i. The product of these equations is
n n
An H o - n aj41=1 i=i J°
so
nA" ° “ BU -
Conversely, if to is an arbitrary n*"*1 root of fJj ,J 0
we can produce an eigenvector ((“^j) t {<*2j)»• • • #(anj))
with eigenvalue u by setting a.. = 0 for j ? j ,ij o
<*lj0 = 1i and solving recursively:
°2jo - ' °3j, - etc-
So each n**1 root is an eigenvalue of D.
n n
Corollary 5.3. Suppose D: 0 + fl Xj is a cyclic
i=l i=l
diagonal operator defined by sequences (^ij) e Ap^# where 
0 < p^ < Then
(A (D)) e £ where ^ » i. Z i . n r  r n i=1 Pi
Proof. Consider the sequence (|An (D)|). By Theorem 5.2 
this sequence consists of the numbers |0j | ^ n » j = 1»2,. 
each repeated • n times. So it suffices to show that
jli1 i V ij|r/n * "  whete © - 1 " J i  ^  •
1 ^ 1To simplify notation, let — * Z R . Then s * r/n
8k i=x Pi n
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and l/sk_1 + l/pk = l/sk .




00 n-1 s_ .
z I n p..| n-1 < », =1 i-l 13
But (lunj|Sn) * V / s n' Snd
+ ‘P n / V *1 “ sn <1/sn-l + 1/'pn)
=  1 .
So sn_j/sn an<* Pn/Sn are con3u9ate exponents. Thus 
" 11-1 sn, ,sn “ , ,r/nz | n u± j | n |Mn j | n = i | n H X / n <3=1 i=l J J j=l i=l J
The exponent r in Corollary 5.3 "averages” the
the exponents p^,... ,pn * For this reason we will call r
the summability mean of the exponents p^r... »Pn-
A cyclic diagonal operator D is nuclear if and only 
if each component mapping is nuclear. Thus we will
need some criteria for nuclearity of diagonal operators be* 
tween sequence spaces. The following is a well-known result 
(see Tong [30] and Holub p Q  ) concerning diagonal operators 
between spaces.
Note. Henceforth, if p * «, by £_ we will mean cK.-------  p  D
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Theorem 5.4. Suppose 1 < p,q < « and D: A •* A is------------  - — P q
a diagonal operator defined by a sequence (yn). Then D 
is nuclear if and only if (yn) e Ar, where
(a) r ■ 1 for p ^ q,
(b) 1/r - 1 - {1/p - 1/q) for p < q.
Combining Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 we can 
show that nuclear cyclic diagonal operators need not have 
absolutely summable eigenvalue sequences.
n
Proposition 5.5. Let X = ® where 1 < Pj < <*> fori=l i
i = 1,... ,n, and assume that not all of the P^'s are
equal. Then there is a cyclic diagonal operator D e 7£(X)
such that (Aj(D)) i Aj.
Proof. Since not all of the P^'s are equal, either there 
is an i < n such that p^ < P^+j or pn < p^. We will
assume (rearranging if necessary) that pn < p^. Let
1/s := 1 - (1/Pn - l/p^# and
1/r := 1/n (n - 1 + 1/s).
Then s > 1, and so r > 1.
Let (X.) e A be such that (X.) / A for any u < r,
J X  J w
and define the cyclic diagonal operator D on X by the 
diagonal sequences
(y^j) * <Xjr) e Ai for i - 1,... ,n-l
<unj> =■ (x/78) e t. .
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Then each component operator is nuclear by Theorem
5.4, so D is nuclear. Moreover, r is the summability 
mean of the summability exponents of the sequences (v^j)# 
i = 1,... ,n, so by Corollary 5.3, (Xj(D)) e £r. But
for each j,
j / i i  - S r(n'1+1/e) -
and thus by Proposition 5.2 (Xj) is a subsequence of
(X. (D)) . By assumption, (X.) t llt so neither is (X.(D)) 3 j  3
The case in which D is a cyclic diagonal operator on
the direct sum of only two spaces is of particular
interest.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose 1 < p £  q < «.
(a) Define D: © ip ■+ ig © Jlp by
D <<an>,<bn>> s- ((6nbn),(anan)).
Then the eigenvalues of D are ±^on0n, n=l,2,... 
Consequently, if D is nuclear, then (Xn (D)) e &s, 
where 1/s = 1 - *s(l/p - 1/q) .
(b) Conversely, if (X_) is a nonzero sequence in i ■n s
(1 < s < 2), and p and q satisfy 1/s =
1 - %{l/p - 1/q), then there is a nuclear cyclic
diagonal operator D: -► Jig © JLp with
eigenvalue sequence (Xj,-Xj,X2,-X2,... ).
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Proof. (a) The operator D is a cyclic diagonal operator
defined by the sequences (an) and (0n). By Proposition
5.2, the eigenvalues of D are as indicated. If D is
nuclear, then (a_) e JL, and (0_) e A , where 1/r «n * n r
1 - (l/p - 1/q), by Theorem 5.4. So by Corollary 5.3, 
(Xn (D)) e is, where 1/b * %(1 + 1 - (l/p - 1/q)) - 
1 - >5 (1/P - 1/q) -
(b) First assume that p and q can be chosen 
satisfying 1/s = 1 - *s(l/p “ 1/q) with either q < » or
p > 1. Then l/p - 1/q < 1  so s < 2. Set (an) = (*nS)
e and (Bn) = (*n2”S) e Ar' where
1/r = (2 - s)/s = 2/s - 1
= 2(1 - >s(l/p " 1/q)) - 1
= 1 - (l/p - 1/q).
If we define D as in part (a) then its eigenvalues are 
±Votn^n “ ^ n  an^ *ts component mappings are nuclear by 5.4. 
But then D is nuclear and has the required eigenvalue 
sequence.
There remains the case in which p and q are chosen 
with q * » and p = 1. This means s - 2, i.e., (Xn) e
l2. Since (*n2) e by Lemma 3.2 there are sequences 
(an) e i, and (6n) e c0 such that otn8n “ Xn2 for all 
n. Proceeding as above, the cyclic diagonal operator on 
c0 ® defined as in part (a) has all of the required 
properties.
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Remark. Since for p < 2 < q, Jl ® A is of type p and— — — "  4  Mr
cotype q, it is interesting to relate part (b) of 5.6 
to the known and conjectured bounds on summability exponents 
of nuclear operators on spaces of given type and cotype.
If we denote by r^ the known bound on summability expo­
nents given in Theorem 3.8, r the (smaller) conjecturedC
bound mentioned in the remarks following that theorem, and 
rD the exponent that can be attained in 5.6(b), then
l/rk = 1 - (l/p - 1/q) = 1 - ((l/p - 1/2) + (1/2 - 1/q))
1/r = 1 - max (l/p - 1/2, 1/2 - 1/q), andc
l/rD = 1 - %(l/p - 1/q) * 1 - average(l/p - 1/2,1/2 - 1/q)
So rD _< rc < r^. If p or q = 2, then rc = rk and
this bound is attained using the convolution operators on 
LD (0,1) of Example 4.8. Aside from the trivial case» r**>
p = q = 2, the only case in which rjj = rQ is when q = p ’.
So only in the "balanced" case £p«® &p can we find a
nuclear cyclic diagonal operator which has an eigenvalue 
sequence whose minimum exponent of summability is rQ, the 
conjectured limit.
If p = 1 and q = “ we have the extreme case (s = 2
in Proposition 5.6(b)). This provides an important ex­
ample in the study of nuclear operators of diagonal type, 
(recall that Example 4.8 only gave summability exponents 
strictly less than 2).
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Example 5.7. Every nonzero sequence (An) e l2 is a 
subsequence of the eigenvalue sequence of a nuclear opera­
tor D of diagonal type. Moreover* D can be chosen so
that (An (D)) consists only of the sequences (Xn) and
t-V •
By 5.6(b) there is a nuclear cyclic diagonal operator 
D: (c0© ijJoo (c0® S>l)O0 which has the required eigenvalue 
sequence. So we merely must show that this operator D is 
of diagonal type, i.e., that it has a diagonal representa­
tion in terms of a biorthogonal system.
Now D was defined by
Dtfaj),^)) = ((ejbj),(ajaj))
where (a..) e Air (Bj) e c0, and oijBj ■ Aj2 for all j. 
In the proof of Proposition 5.2 we calculated that an 
eigenvector corresponding to An (resp. ”^n) was ên rQ)n^n^ 
(resp. (en,-unfn)) where (en) and (fn) are the unit
vector bases of c0 and and
wn = <VV
So we have a sequence of eigenvectors ((en,±wnfn)) C 
(c0® ij),*,. We have only to produce a sequence of function­
als in ((c0©i1)oo) ' * (ij® &„) j which is biorthogonal to
this sequence. But the sequence required is merely
((**fn,2̂ gn)) c U i® i where gn=t6jnJ j=le 
(The functional action being coordinatewise multiplication
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followed by summing).
A natural question arising from Example 5.7 is whether 
the excess "negative” eigenvalues can be somehow eliminated 
to leave a nuclear operator with eigenvalue sequence exact- 
ly (Xn). The natural method of attempting to do this is 
to follow the nuclear operator D with a projection onto 
Qen,unfn)̂  . We show that in general this cannot be done.
Proposition 5.8. Let (Xn ) e &s, s > 1# and
D: *q ® *p -  *q ® *p
be as in Proposition 5.6(b). The eigenvectors (xR) of 
D corresponding to the sequence (XR ) form an uncondi­
tional basic sequence in Jt_ 9 & . Consequently if (̂ n)
*  F
j. SLlf £xnl not complemented in Ag 9 ftp.
Proof. As in Example 5.7 we may write xn = (en rWnfn^# 
n = 1,2,... , where wn depends on the defining sequences 
for D. Let (an) be a sequence of scalars and M < N.
Then
M M
• E,anxnll = I E a n (en<“n V Un=l n=l
H
- sup( Z I a I, sup la to |) 
n=l n l<n<M n n 
N
< sup( Z |a |# sup |a to |) 
n-1 n l<n5N n n
n—l
So by Proposition 1.1 (x̂ ) is a basic sequence.
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Similarly, if (bn) is a scalar sequence with |bn |
_< |â | for all n, then
- U / ”Xnl-
So (xn) is unconditional.
Finally, if I*n3 i® complemented in ® £p, D|
is a diagonal nuclear operator with respect to (a^).
Hence by Proposition 4.4, (Xn) e JL1.
Notice that Proposition 5.8 also applies to the 
eigenvectors (5^) = ((en,-wnfn)) of the subsequence (”*n) 
of eigenvalues of D, so the subspaces and [xj
have the following properties.
Proposition 5.9. If D e • y ,  (Xn) t ^ , (xn),
and (Xn) are all as defined above, then [xn] and [xn3 
are isometric subspaces of ig ® ^  which are quasicomple­
ments, i.e., [xj H [xj = (0), [xj + [xj is dense in
® JZp, but [xn] and are not complements.
Proof. The mapping
00 00
I a„x_ -*■ Z a_x_, n n , n nn=l n=l
is an isometry since the norm of each sum is
00
sup ( I  |an |, sup |an«n |) . 
n=l n
By the uniqueness of representation in ®
P J  n P J  = {0}, and since for all n, (en ,0) = %(xn+xn̂
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and (0,fn> - ' [xn] + [*„] ls aense ln *q» «p.
Since by Proposition 5.8# neither subspace is complemented# 
and [xj are quasicomplements.
Let us recapitulate. For a nonzreo sequence (Xn) e 
£s\&i where 1 < s 5 2, we can define a cyclic diagonal
operator D e 7(( tq ® Bp) where p < q and 1/s =
1 - %<1/P - 1/q), by
D((an)#{bn)) - ((Bnbn),(anan)).
The eigenvalue sequence for D is (X‘l»-X ,X ,-X #... )
and the corresponding eigenvector sequence is
(Xj#x1,x2#X2#... ) =
(ej+Wjf j #el-o»xf j #e2+u2f2 fe2-u»2f2 #... )
where (en) and (fn) are the unit bases of and Bp
respectively and o)n = °n/^n ^or n * ®*e subspaces
[xn] and £xn] of ® JJp are then isometric quasicomple­
ments in \ • V
It turns out that spaces of the form £en+U)n^n] where 
(uin) is a scalar sequence are a special type of modular 
sequence space (cf. Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [l5j ) which 
has been extensively studied and has important applications. 
In particular# suppose 1 p < q < ®# 1/r = l/p - 1/q#
and u = (o>n) is a sequence of scalars such that
(*) I |wn |r = 00 and wn -► 0.n=l
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Then the space
X„ „ = fe_ + c  L  • JLq,p,u> t n n nJ q t>
is called a Rosenthal weighted space.
We summarize some of the major properties of such 
spaces (for proofs see# e.g., Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri,
[15] and [16] ) .
(1) If (u>n) and (ô ) both satisfy {*), then
xq,p,w and xq,p,u)' are isomorphic.
(2) xq,p,w 0 xq,Pru> is isomorphic to XqfPf(|).
(3) xq f2,u) is a complemented subspace of Lq (0,l).
Recall from the proof of Proposition 5.6(b) that if 
1 .1 P < q < 00 (and hence s < 2) then the defining sequences 
(c*n) and (3n) of the operator D are given by
“n = XnS< 6n = xn2'S> » e N -
Proposition 5.10. If 1 < p < q « then the eigenvector
subspaces [xj and [xj are Rosenthal weighted spaces.
Proof. Since jXjj] = [en + o)nfn] c  9 Sp , we have only
to show that (iDn ) satisfies (*).
Now for each n,
“n = a«/Xn = - X,,**1.
Moreover ,
l/s = l -  >s(l/p - 1/q) = 1 - l/2r,
so l“n |r * lxnl8^2* sinca 1 < s < 2 and U n) e 
we have
00 09
2 K ! r = 2 U n lS/2 ■ and “n * xn8”X + °*n=l n=l
Of interest here is the fact that we can generate a 
space Cxn3 for every pair of exponents (p,q) with 
1 f q c p < By property (1) of a Rosenthal weighted 
space, this means that essentially "all" of the spaces 
xq,p,u> arise naturally as eigenvector spans of certain
nuclear cyclic diagonal operators. In addition, the fact
that these subspaces are not complemented (and indeed can 
be matched in quasicomplemented pairs) is a direct conse­
quence of this method of derivation.
CHAPTER 6
THE PELCZYfjSKI-SAPHAR PROBLEM
In this final chapter we settle the long outstanding 
problem of Pelczynski and Saphar mentioned previously:
Which (nonzero) sequences in &2 are eigenvalue sequences 
of nuclear operators on some Banach space? Our procedure 
consists of proving a result concerning absolutely 2-summing 
operators which is valid for arbitrary Banach spaces and 
then applying this result to a remarkable space recently 
constructed by G. Pisier [24]. In particular, we are able 
to use operators of diagonal type to answer this question.
We state first the properties of Pisier's space which 
we need.
Theorem 6.1. (Pisier, 1981). There exists an infinite 
dimensional separable Banach space P such that
(1) P Oe P * p p *
(2) P and P* have cotype 2, and
(3) Every operator on P which is the norm limit of 
finite rank operators is nuclear.
A AThe symbols ®e and 8  ̂ refer to the injective and 
projective tensor products, respectively. (for definitions
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see, e.g., £28} ) . We will not attempt to reproduce a proof 
of 6.1 since it requires a great deal of machinery beyond 
the scope of this paper. We would point out, however, that 
property (3), along with many other properties of P (it 
does not have the approximation property, each of its finite 
dimensional subspaces has "worst possible” projection con­
stant, etc.), is a consequence of the first two properties. 
We have emphasized property (3) since it is the property 
of P which applies directly to our study. By (3), in 
order to find a nuclear operator on P with a given eigen­
value sequence, we have only to construct an operator in 
<T(P) with that sequence. It happens that if we "expand” 
our search to jTf then every nonzero sequence (An) e &2 
can be realized as an eigenvalue sequence.
Theorem 6.2. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach 
space and (\n) e Jl2 with An ?£ 0, n = 1,2,... . There 
exists an operator of diagonal type T e ^(X) fl II2(X) 
with eigenvalue sequence (An).
Proof. We will use the following result concerning basic 
sequences in Banach spaces.
Lemma 6.3. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space 
and (an) e c 0 with 1 > a1 ^ a2 >... > 0. Then there is 
a basic sequence (xn) c X and functionals (fn)cX* such 
that
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00 2(a) sup { Z |f (x ) |2} < co
||f||=l n=l
(fa) fn (xk) = an6nk , and
(c) ||fn|l 0.
Proof of Lemma. We will use the following notation. For a 
finite sequence xlr... ,xn in a Banach space Y, let
0(x.)- = min {I (|"x.: i<k"|;rx.,: i<ri1) >1 l<k<n L 1 “ J L 1
where for any finite dimensional subspaces Y1 and Y2 of
Y,
KYjiYj) - inf {|Iy2 - y2||: y1 e Y l# lyj-l, y2 e Y2>.
The following fact is well-known (see [18]).
(*) If Y. is infinite dimensional and e > 0r then for 
any n e N there is a sequence y^,... such that
HyJ - 1, ©(yi) > 1/(1 + e) and
H Lsup {( Z |f(y^)|2) < 1 + e.
|f|-l i=l
So let e > 0f 8n = <*n and (nk) be an increasing 
sequence of integers with n0 = 0 such that &n < 2 for
n > nk . Let ak = {nk_j+lf... »nk>. Choose (Yi)ie(j as
in (*). Let x^ = BiYi* i e Cj. Then Jxjf = ©(x^
>_ 1/(1 + e) # and
sup {( Z |f (x4) | 2)>s}<(sup 8j) (1 + e) < 1 + e.
|f|=1 iso, ieot
Guararii [7] has shown that if Y is a finite dimen-
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sional subspace of an infinite dimensional space X, then 
there is an infinite dimensional subspace Z of X such 
that I(Y;Z) > 1 - e. So if Yj = [x^: iec]]/ let zt be 
an infinite dimensional subspace of X with KYj/Zj) > 1-e, 
Again by (*) we can choose (Yi)iea2C Zx so that if 
xi * ei¥i' 1 E ° a »  we have flxill ■ Pi# ©<xj.) > 1/(1 + e) ,
sup {( Z | f (x±) | 2) **> < (sup (1 + e) = 2_1 (1+e)
and
-1 iea2 ieo2
Let Y2 = £x^: ieff2̂  and let Z2 be an infinite di­
mensional subspace of X with I(YX ® Y2;Z2) > 1 - e. 
Proceeding as before, we obtain a sequence (xi)ieo c Z2 
with ]|xi| = ©(x^ 1/(1 + e) , and
sup {< E |f(xi)|s)1'} < 2’2(1 + e).
I *1-1 ieu,
In this manner we generate a sequence txn^n=l 
||xn| - Bn for all n, and
00 oe
sup {( E IfCVl*)’) 1 E sup {( E Iffx,)!2)’}
8 *1=1 n-l n k-1 |*f-l ieok
00
Z 2“k (l + E) < «. 
k*l
Furthermore, for all n, ©(xi)iea — +e ) an<̂
I(YX ®... ® V Yn+l} > 1 “ e»
so by another result of Guararii [7 3» (xn) *s a basic 
sequence.
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But now we may define a sequence of functionals (fn) 
on the span of the xn 's with norm ||fn| = 0n by fn (xk)
" ®n*^nk = °ndnk’ Since 6n -► 0, extending these function­
als to all of X by the Hahn-Banach Theorem completes the
proof.
Using this lemma we prove the theorem as follows.
Given (Xn), since (*n2) e ^ we can use Lemma 3.2
to find sequences (an) e c0 and (£n) e l2 such that
(an) satisfies the condition of Lemma 6.3 and <*n3n = Xn. 
We thus can choose a basic sequence <xn) and a sequence 
of functionals (fR) as in that lemma and define the fol- 
lowing operators.
A: X -*■ c0 defined by Ax = (fn (x)),
B: c0 *♦> i2 defined by B(£n) * (Pn^n1 • and
C: i2 -*■ X defined by c (5n) * sEnxn'
Now ||Ax|| < |x||max |fn|, so A £ £(Xfc0). Since
n
(3n) £ V  B e  J£(c0, Ĵ ), and finally
00 00
so by 6.3(a), C e £ < * 2,X).
Let T - CBA. Then
Tx = CBAx = CB(fn (x)) = c t0nfn (x)) t enfn(x)xn.n=l
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But (xR) is a basic sequence with coefficient functionals 
((l/an)fn), i.e., T has diagonal representation
09
T -  V n ,(1/o„|fn> • *n-n=i
So the eigenvalues of T are (Xn) by 4.1.
Since n2{c0,*2) » X/co' V  ' T e Ha(X) by the ideal 
property. Finally, to prove that T e 3?IX), it suffices 
to show that A e ^ X , c 0), i.e., that
Lim ||(f_(x)) = 0 uniformly for ||x|| < 1.N-*-»
N O W
I (fn (x)) n”N [!„ - SUp | fn (X) |
 n>N
< | xg sup | f |
n>N n
1 sup | f | . 
n>N
By Lemma 6.3, [fnfl 0, so the limit is uniform and T
e 3SX).
Combining 6.1 and 6.2 we can state our final example.
Example 6.4. Let (\n) e *2, ^ 0 for all n. Then
there is a nuclear operator of diagonal type on Pisier’s 
space which has eigenvalue sequence exactly (Xn).
As a final remark we note that once we have constructed 
a nuclear operator T having a given eigenvalue sequence on 
Pisier’s space, then by Proposition 3.1 we can factor T 
as follows:
where D e 7J(c0, ) . Then the related operators ABD e 
7|(c0) and DAB e 7\i. ̂ ) have the same eigenvalue sequence 
as T. Thus the Pelczynski-Saphar question can also be 
answered affirmatively using nuclear operators on either
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